Abstract-This paper proposes a reactive leg motion generation method which integrates geometric constraints into its generation process. In order to react given instructions instantaneously or to keep balance against external disturbances, feasible steps must be generated automatically in real-time for safety. In many cases this feasibility has been realized by using predefined steps or admissible stepping regions. However, these predefinitions are often too conservative or valid only in limited situations. The proposed method considers geometric constraints in addition to joint limits during its generation process and it can utilize the ability of the robot to a maximum extent. It can generate feasible walking pattern in real-time by modifying the swing leg motion and the next landing position at each control cycle. The proposed method is validated by experiments using a humanoid robot HRP-2.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion patterns have to respect not only constraints to achieve given tasks but also constraints such as joint angle/velocity limits and self-collision avoidance to be feasible. Especially when patterns are generated online to react given instructions instantaneously or to keep balance against external disturbances, feasible patterns must be generated within a short control period automatically. In order to generate feasible walking patterns online, a few predefined footprints or small landing regions have been often used. However, these step limitations are valid only in limited situations and often limit the robot's ability. Therefore, this paper proposes a feasible leg motion generation method which integrates geometric constraints into its generation process and utilize the robot's ability at maximum. Even when ill-placed footprints like shown in Fig.1(left) are given, the proposed method generates a feasible motion shown in Fig.1(right) .
Motion planning methods to generate feasible motions have been well studied to generate motions for manipulators. Since humanoid robots have bodies which consists of several manipulators, we can use similar techniques but we need to consider issues peculiar to humanoid robots such as collisions between legs. Several online pattern generators which can generate safe patterns have been already proposed.
When a task is given as a set of constraints for some parts of the robot body such as an end-effector, joint angles which respect those constraints can be computed by solving inverse kinematics. [1] and [2] propose methods to add linear equality constraints to avoid self-collision which are defined based on distances between parts of the robot body. But {f-kanehiro, m.morisawa, wael.suleiman, k.kaneko, e.yoshida}@aist.go.jp those equality constraints are too strict and may narrow solution space. Constraints based on distances should be described as inequality constraints.
[3] proposes a pattern generator which can stop walking safely when self-collisions are expected. This method uses a fast pattern generator [4] and checks self-collision very rapidly by tracking the minimum distances between shapes approximated by convex hulls using V-Clip [5] . If self-collision is expected in a newly generated pattern, a prepared pattern to stop walking is connected to the current pattern. This method can stop the robot safely but we want to continue the motion without stopping.
Some footstep planners such as [6] are using discrete footprints to grow search trees. Usually the number of those footprints is rather small and it limits the robot's walking ability. [7] propose a method to investigate a feasible stepping region offline and move the next landing position inside of the region if it is specified outside. Since the shape of this region depends on various conditions, for instance the waist height, the shape can be used only in limited situations. This paper proposes a feasible leg motion generation method which can be used online. To make it possible to use 'online', the method must be able to generate appropriate leg motions within a control period even if the next landing position is changed every control cycle. In order to generate feasible motions, the proposed method considers geometric constraints in its pattern generation process. More precisely, geometric constraints are described as linear equality and inequality constraints and joint angles are computed under those constraints by a constraint solver. And the method also provides a swing leg trajectory generator which considers feet placements to avoid the constraint solver falling in local minima. Moreover, a stiffness varying constraint and a landing position modification function is used to broaden the solution space.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II the overall structure of the pattern generator is shown. In Section III the constraint solver to find feasible joint velocities is explained. In Section IV a swing leg trajectory generator is introduced to avoid the constraint solver falling in local minima. In Section V, landing positions are modified to improve the possibilities of feasible motions being obtained. We validate the proposed method by experiments in Section VI and summarize and conclude the paper in Section VII. Fig.2 shows the overall structure of the walking pattern generator.
II. STRUCTURE OF PATTERN GENERATOR
The pattern generator takes a sequence of footprints as an input. These footprints are generated by operating input devices such as joysticks, footstep planners such as [6] or the pattern generator itself to keep balance against external disturbances. Those footprints are passed to a COG(Center Of Gravity) pattern generator and a swing leg trajectory generator. The COG pattern generator is a core of the walking pattern generator and we are using the algorithm which can generate a COG trajectory and a ZMP(Zero Moment Point) [8] trajectory simultaneously and accept immediate modifications of footprints [9] . A constraint solver takes a COG position and a swing leg position as input and computes joint angles which realize those positions(In this work the waist position is constrained instead of COG position. The waist position is computed by adding a constant vector to the COG position. The constant vector is the offset vector between the waist and COG in the initial posture.). Usually, a conventional inverse kinematics solver is used as this constraint solver and it is one of the reasons for infeasible pattern being generated. Another reason is that usually a swing leg trajectory generator connects footprints by straight lines in the horizontal plane. This trajectory may cause cross-legged situations. Therefore, we generates feasible patterns by combining a constraint solver which considers geometric constraints and a swing leg trajectory generator which considers feet placements.
III. CONSTRAINT SOLVER
The constraint solver described in this section is specialized to the leg motion generation, but its framework is same with the method we proposed in [10] and can be used to generate other motions.
Joint angles which respect a waist position/orientation and a swing foot position/orientation can be computed by using joint velocitiesq obtained by solving the following optimization problem. 
where J waist and J f oot are Jacobian matrices of the waist and the swing foot with respect to the support foot respectively.ẋ waist andẋ f oot are velocities of 6 × 1 required to reach reference position/orientation of the waist and the swing foot respectively. By adding geometric constraints to this problem, feasible joint velocities are computed and by updating joint angles using the joint velocities at each control cycle, feasible patterns are generated.
A. Constraint for collision avoidance
In order to avoid self-collision, velocity damper proposed by Faverjon et al. is used. velocity damper is a constraint based on a distance between two objects and defined as follows [11] 
where d is the minimum distance between two objects. ξ is a positive coefficient to adjust the convergence speed. d i and d s are distances where velocity damper is activated and the minimum distance maintained between objects respectively(see Fig.3 ). This constraint prevents objects from coming closer too fast and as the result distance between them never be smaller than d s .
Eq.(2) can be rewritten usingq as follows.
where p 1 and p 2 are the closest points on objects and n = (p 1 − p 2 )/ p 1 − p 2 is a normal vector. Note that in order to get continuous velocities using this constraint, p 1 and p 2 have to move continuously on surfaces of objects. In other words, objects must be strictly convex objects.
B. Constraint for joint angle/velocity
A constraint to respect joint angle and velocity limits with continuous joint velocities can be also defined using velocity damper as follows.
where n is the number of joints.q
where q 
C. Stiffness varying constraint
Even though humanoid robots are highly redundant system, the number of residual degrees of freedom is not so large if trajectories of some parts of the robot body are specified by a pattern generator. In the case of walking pattern generation, it is not possible to avoid collisions between legs if trajectories of the waist and feet are specified. However in the case of walking pattern generation, the swing leg need not to track the specified trajectory strictly while it is in the air. We can relax constraints by rewriting the optimization problem(1) as follows.
whereq, W ,J waist andJ f oot are given bỹ
e is a new variable which contains errors of relaxed constraints. Its dimension n e is the number of relaxed constraints. W e is a diagonal weighting matrix of n e × n e which adjust stiffness of relaxed constraints. If we choose large value, the constraint becomes hard and if we do small, it becomes soft. In the case of the swing leg position constraint, the swing leg can deviate from the reference trajectory while it is in the air but it has to come back on it until the landing time. So the stiffness is set to large in the beginning and the end of single support phase to keep the landing position, and to small in the middle to avoid collisions. S waist and S f oot are selection matrices of 6 × n e to pick up constraints which are relaxed. Another way to realize collision avoidance between legs would be to use a prioritization scheme. It is expected that the swing leg can avoid collision by putting a higher priority to a collision avoidance task and a lower one to a swing leg motion task. Although a problem solver for prioritized equality and inequality tasks already exists [12] , its computational cost is high since it needs to solve one QP problem at each priority level. Since lower computational cost is preferable for the reactive motion generation, we choose the proposed method.
D. Example: Cross-legged walking
In order to confirm that feasible patterns can be generated using the proposed method, a walking pattern is generated from footprints that causes collisions between feet. The constraint solver is implemented using uQuadProg [13] , the modified function of QuadProg++ [14] and the target robot is HRP-2 [15] . to small and our conventional swing leg trajectory generator tries to connect footprints by straight lines, feet collide. (Feet trajectories shown in Fig.4 are not straight. Because foot rotations such as heel contact and toe takeoff changes its shape slightly.) In order to compute distances for Eq.(2), geometries of the robot are required. As mentioned above, those geometries must be strictly convex to obtain continuous joint velocities. Therefore, we can not use triangle meshes which describe geometries of HRP-2. We need to approximate them by strictly convex shapes such as spheres or STP-BV [16] . We proposed a collision avoidance method which can use triangle meshes as geometries [17] , but it is not suitable for online pattern generation since it requires to solve many constraints. Therefore, we use spheres to approximate geometries. We approximate shank links by three spheres for each and foot links by two spheres. We didn't approximate thigh links since there is no collision between them due to large space realized by cantilever structure of hip joints and joint limits.
The proposed method is used to generate 12 leg joints motions. A swing leg position in the horizontal plane is constrained by stiffness varying constraints. As the result, the dimension ofq is 14. e, S waist and S f oot are given by The stiffness values in W e are set to 10 5 in the beginning and the end of single support phases and to 10 3 in the middle. These values are chosen empirically so that the displacement of the swing leg becomes negligible at the landing position and it doesn't become too large even in the middle of the single support phase. 12 equality constraints are used for the waist position/orientation and feet position/orientation(including two stiffness varying constraints). 24 inequality constraints are used for joint angle/velocity limits. 8 inequality constraints are used for self-collision avoidance(8 is the maximum number and it changes according to distances.). A leg motion is generated under these 44 constraints.
The upper row of Fig.5 show postures which correspond to postures in the upper row of Fig.4 . The lower row shows generated feet trajectories and we can see the swing leg is pushed outside to avoid collisions. Fig.6 shows ratios of knee joint velocities against those limits. Vertical dotted lines indicates boundaries between single support and double support phases. In the latter half of the single support phase, large joint velocities are required to stretch knees but they are limited under those limits. Fig.7 shows distances between spheres which approximate feet geometries. Vertical lines shows moments when snapshots in Fig.5 
IV. SWING LEG TRAJECTORY GENERATION
The proposed method in the previous section is a local method which finds joint velocities only using local(current) information. In order to generate feasible patterns using this method, it is required that input footprints are well designed and a feasible motion can be obtained by applying comparatively small changes. For instance, if smaller lateral distances between feet are used in the previous example to cross legs more deeply, the proposed method will fail. Because the swing leg will try to pass the wrong side(outside) of the support leg and it won't be able to reach the landing Two candidates of a swing leg trajectory. The shortest path which doesn't cross with the outside vector is used to generate a swing leg trajectory.
position due to collisions with the support leg. This is an essential issue of local methods.
In the case of walking pattern generation, we can use the next landing position as future information. If a swing leg trajectory generator can provide a collision-free trajectory, the constraint solver will not fall in such kind of local minima. Of course, such a collision-free swing leg trajectory can be planned using global planning methods such as RRT [18] . However, these methods are too heavy to compute leg motion at each control cycle. Therefore the swing leg trajectory generator only considers collisions between feet and we assume that residual collisions are avoided by the constraint solver. Fig.8 (left) shows two candidates of the swing leg trajectory. If the swing leg tries to pass outside of the support leg, collisions between legs will prevent the swing leg from reaching the landing position. Therefore the trajectory which does not cross with a half line which starts from the center of the support leg and directs outside is selected. A region where the center of the swing leg should not pass is computed as Minkowski sum of the support leg polygon and a polygon which moved to the origin after inverting the swing leg polygon. Using this Minkowski sum, two shortest paths from the current position to the landing position are computed and then the appropriate one is chosen.
If the swing leg track the chosen path, its velocity becomes discontinuous when it passes corners and when shape of the shortest path changes due to the next landing position modification. In order to prevent these discontinuous cases, the swing leg trajectory is generated by the following algorithm. the swing leg. The function Divide(path, ratio) computes a position which divide path internally by ratio. ∆t is a control period. Using this algorithm, target moves on the shortest path with a constant speed while the next landing position is not changed and reaches the landing position t of f set earlier than the landing time. The swing leg pursues target with time delay t of f set using the minimum jerk trajectory generation method proposed by Hoff and Arbib [19] shown in algorithm(2). In algorithm(2), x, v and a are current position, velocity and acceleration respectively. goal and t remain are the goal position and remaining time to reach the goal respectively. Using this method, the swing leg moves with continuous acceleration even if the next landing position is changed at each control cycle. Fig.9 shows examples of the shortest paths and generated swing leg trajectories. Gray boxes are regions where the swing leg should not pass and half lines show outside direction. Cross marks indicate landing positions. Thick solid lines and dotted lines are the shortest paths and swing leg trajectories respectively. Example(a), (b) and (c) are cases landing positions are not changed. Example(d) is a case the landing position is changed. Generated swing leg trajectories intrude forbidden regions slightly and it means that collisions may happen. We admit these intrusions assuming these collision will be solved by the constraint solver.
Algorithm 2 HoffArbib(t remain , goal, x, v, a)
1:ȧ ← −9a/t remain −36v/t 2 remain +60(goal−x)/t 3 remain 2: a ← a +ȧ∆t 3: v ← v + a∆t 4: x ← x + v∆t
V. LANDING POSITION MODIFICATION
So far we assumed that landing positions are always possible under geometric constraints. In reality, however, some of them are impossible to reach. In order to make it possible to generate feasible patterns from these footprints, we add the landing position modification function to our method. Both of the swing leg trajectory generator and the constraint solver adjust the next landing position at each control cycle.
A. Modification by swing leg trajectory generator
If footprints are generated without considering foot shapes and there might be overlaps between footprints. Therefore, overlap between feet at the next landing position is checked before computing the swing leg reference position using the method described in Section IV. If it is expected, the overlap is eliminated by the minimum translation of the next landing position. Overlaps between feet are detected by checking whether the origin is in Minkowski sum of the support leg polygon and the inverted swing leg polygon or not. If the origin is in it, the minimum translation to solve the overlap is a vector from the origin to the point on the boundary of the Minkowski sum which is closest to the origin. The next landing position is updated using this vector.
B. Modification by constraint solver
Even if there is no overlap between footprints, some of landing positions are unreachable due to collisions between legs or other limits. When the next landing position is unreachable, some of reference positions generated by the swing leg trajectory generator are also unreachable. When an unreachable reference position is given while a constraint for the swing leg position is relaxed using Eq.(9), the computed position has displacement from the reference position. The amount of the displacement is obtained as components of e in Eq. (9) . The next landing position [p x p y ]
T is updated using these components as follows.
where ∆t is a control period. Repeating this procedure at each control cycle, the next landing position is moved to the reachable area. Fig.10 shows an example of the landing position modification. The upper row shows footprints and feet trajectories. Dotted lines show trajectories generated by our conventional swing leg trajectory generator and solid lines do trajectories generated by new swing leg trajectory generator. When conventional one is used, the right foot tries to pass left side of the left leg in the second step. As the result, the right leg is stopped to avoid collisions and the pattern generation fails. When new one is used, it passes right side and the pattern generation continues.
C. Examples 1) Deeply cross-legged walking:
Rectangles drawn by dotted lines shows given footprints and the others are realized footprints. The second and third steps are placed outside of the support leg and these landing positions are not reachable, they are moved inside. The lower row of Fig.10 shows snapshots of the second step. Black rectangles drawn on the floor are given landing positions. In the beginning it is placed left side of the left foot. The right leg tries to reach there but it is not possible because knees come closer. As the result, the landing position is moved right until the foot can reach the modified position.
2) Wide step turning: Fig.11 shows footprints of a wide step turning motion shown in Fig.1 . This motion opens the left leg 55 [deg] in the first step, close the right leg 55 [deg] and align the left leg parallel. Fig.1 shows its second step. Fig.11(left) shows given footprints. There are overlaps in the first step and the second step. Fig.11(right) shows realized footprints and we can confirm those overlaps are solved.(There are gaps between feet because we are keeping 3[cm] margin between feet).
The upper row of Fig.12 shows the waist height during generating this motion and the lower row does distances between two pairs of spheres attached to knees. To generate this motion, we add a soft constraint for the waist height. During the latter half of the single support phase of the second step, distances between knees becomes small. The waist is pushed up by stretching knees in order to avoid collision between knees. We can see the waist height is also changed during the first step even though distances are big enough. This is because specified swing leg height is realized not only by bending the swing leg, but also stretching the support leg to minimize the objective function in the optimization problem(7).
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In order to confirm feasible patterns are generated, we tested patterns generated from footprints shown in Fig.4 and Fig.11 on the real robot HRP-2. To generate these patterns, e in Eq.(12), the swing leg trajectory generator which considers feet placement and a landing position modification function are used. Fig.13 and Fig.14 show snapshots of experiments. The robot can walk stably using these patterns.
In the case of HRP-2, the control period ∆t is 5[ms] and a balance controller and some other processing must be executed within the period in addition to the walking pattern generator. Therefore we can use 3[ms] at maximum to generate patterns. In order to keep real-time constraint, the worst case time must be smaller than 3 [ms] . Fig.15 shows computational time to generate a crosslegged walking motion shown in Fig.13 . It takes 0.3[ms] on an average and 0.7[ms] at maximum. The optimization problem(7) has 15 parameters and 44 constraints. The computational time is enough short even though the processor on HRP-2 is not so powerful, Pentium III 1.26 [GHz] . We can apply our method to more redundant systems or add more constraints. Dynamic balance is an indispensable constraint for humanoid robots. But it is not considered in the proposed method. Because we assume that modifications to respect geometric constraints don't have so big effect on ZMP. Fig.16 shows lateral elements of ZMP trajectories for "Cross-legged walking". The thick line shows ZMP generated by the COG pattern generator and the thin one does ZMP computed by applying generated joint trajectories to the multi-body model. Differences between these two trajectories are around 2 [cm] and it includes errors between the single mass point model and the multi-body model. We can say that the proposed method doesn't have big effect on ZMP at least in this case.
However, in the case of "Deeply cross-legged walking", the landing position are changed just before landing and modifications like this cause large ZMP fluctuation [20] . Fig.17 shows an ideal ZMP trajectory and a trajectory generated by the COG pattern generator. Since landing positions for the second and third steps are modified, unacceptable ZMP fluctuations are generated. To solve this issue, we have to improve both of the COG pattern generator and the landing position modification algorithm. This is one of our future works.
VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper proposed a reactive leg motion generation method which considers geometric constraints to generate feasible motions. This method consists of the constraint solver and the swing leg trajectory generator. The constraint solver describes geometric constraints as linear equality and inequality constraints and find joint velocities which respect all the given constraints by solving the optimization problem. The swing leg trajectory generator considers foot placements and gives better reference trajectory to the constraint solver. Moreover, we added a stiffness varying constraint and a landing position modification function to improve the possibilities of feasible solutions being obtained. Since given footprints may be modified, the robot may reach an unexpected position. To solve this issue, the walking pattern generator need to inform the modified footprints to the footstep planner and the foot step planner update footprints as needed.
The proposed method can not guarantee that a feasible pattern is always generated. For instance, since both feet are fixed during the double support phase and the residual number of freedom becomes small, the solution space might be empty in some cases. To solve this issue, we need to relax some of hard constraints to obtain feasible motions. For example, it is possible to enlarge the solution space by relaxing a constraint for rotation of the waist link around a vertical axis (Readers can see the example in the accompanied video segment.). This is one of our future works.
